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Programs that Inspire and Motivate
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MOTIVATIONAL KEYNOTE SPEAKER & TRAINER
•

Andrew brings his unparalleled
insights to audiences…inspiring and
motivating them to make real world
differences in life.

•

His blend of humor and strategies for
living life with purpose inspire groups
to action.

•

His keynotes and training programs
provide an insightful guide that
inspires leadership at every level.

•

Andrew delivers all programs with
energy, enthusiasm and expertise
onstage.

I have the highest respect for Andrew and
would recommend him as a speaker or
workshop presenter to anyone. He has
always proved to be conscientious, organized
and motivated.
Without hesitation, I would say Andrew is my
ideal speaker!
Tyler Grandill, Arizona Department of Education

motivation

inspiration

KEYNOTE SPEAKER & TRAINER
Andrew uniqueness lies in the broad
background his life encompasses.
From Alaska to Florida… speaking to
groups from 10 to 10,000… Andrew
McCrea has brought his message to
thousands.

PROGRAMS THAT INSPIRE AND MOTIVATE

OSCAR WINNING RADIO AND TV BROADCASTER

Andrew’s program, American Countryside,
has won the Oscar® in Agriculture five times.

OSCAR WINNING RADIO AND TV BROADCASTER
Andrew can be heard on:
• Radio - Sirius/XM and approximately 100
other stations
• TV - programming on RFD-TV, all Dish and
Direct TV households plus many cable
systems, and about 150 local TV stations
• National networks - such as Westwood One
and CBS

FARMER AND RANCHER

Andrew checks cattle on horseback and even
tracks down news stories on his cell phone
while operating a combine or tractor.
He knows what it is like to move herds of
cattle and work 18-hour days harvesting a
crop.

FARMER AND RANCHER
Andrew continues to manage and work on
his family’s 3500-acre ranch in northwest
Missouri, McCrea Family Farms.

POPULAR AUTHOR

Andrew is the author of four books including the Ippy
Award Winner, “American Countryside: Where Does Lost
Luggage Go?” All of his publications are insightful books
about life and leadership based on the interesting stories
featured on the radio program.

COMMUNITY LEADER
• Andrew believes in building strong communities.
• He is the past chairman of the Heartland Foundation, a group
that promotes the “healthy communities” concept of raising
the quality of life in rural and urban areas.
• Andrew is also a certified lay speaker, a role that brings him
to speak at many churches on topics of faith.

5 MORE FACTS
1. Andrew is often described as today’s Charles Kuralt.
2. His great-great grandfather immigrated from Italy as an indentured
servant, working for a farmer in northwest Missouri in order to pay for
his passage to America. He later purchased acreage – the same family
farm Andrew works today.
3. Andrew’s been body slammed by professional wrestlers, traveled to the
launch pads at Cape Canaveral, and chronicled the plight of Central
America’s coffee farmers.
4. Andrew is the past chairman of the Heartland Foundation, a group that
promotes the “healthy communities” concept of raising the quality of life
in rural and urban areas.
5. He’s interviewed Emmy and Grammy winners, All-star athletes, Iditarod
sled dog mushers, and even the world’s rooster crowing champion!

RECENT PROGRAMS

“Andrew was motivational, interesting
and humorous. People were still talking
about him days later! You will leave his
presentation entertained and inspired!”

Kellie Bray, Professional Insurance Agents

POPULAR PROGRAMS
Ordinary to Extraordinary – What is
the Extra You are Missing?
What makes some people stand out from the crowd? What’s the “extra” they
have that others don’t? Andrew’s thousands of interviews from every state and
six continents reveal three qualities the “Extraordinary” have that others do not.
They are the qualities that bring individual and team success and that add life,
to life itself! Listen, laugh and learn the secrets to being Extraordinary in what
you do!

Key Takeaways:
}
}
}

Learn the “insignificant” actions you can take to achieve significant results
How to deal with challenging situations and people for extraordinary results
Implement the three essential qualities to moving from ordinary to
extraordinary

POPULAR PROGRAMS
Making Molehills out of Mountains –
Leadership Strategies that Work!
We’ve all done it. We make little things into big things and soon those little
molehills turn into huge mountains that keep us from accomplishing what we
want to do in life. Adapted from Andrew’s award-winning book by the same
name, learn the leadership strategies that reduce your work without reducing
your goal. Become more efficient and effective in building teams, pursuing
goals and achieving success.
The perfect message for individuals and
organizations looking to make the most of every opportunity!

Key Takeaways:
}
}
}

Learn strategies to reduce work without reducing your goal
Implement ways to increase team synergy and optimize results

Increase leadership communications skills that emphasize a team approach

POPULAR PROGRAMS
The Total Town Makeover – Rethinking
Business, Community and Home
How does your organization or community stand out from others? Perhaps it
looks like the rest, facing similar struggles and challenges. How could you
change things? How do you perform a makeover? Andrew’s broadcast travels
chronicle the “makeover” taking place in the nation’s top organizations and
communities. What are they doing to stand out and thrive? How can you make
it happen as well? Andrew shares the key steps you must take to complete the
total makeover.

Key Takeaways:
}
}

}

What key steps do top-performers have that other do not?
Implement the indispensable elements for a “makeover” by learning
real-world steps that work!
Build success for the long-term and create group “buy-in” to create a
makeover

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Extended Programs
Book Signings

WORKING WITH ANDREW MCCREA
Event Planners Love Working with Andrew!
}

All presentations are customized to fit YOUR audience

}

Andrew’s programs are sprinkled with humor —
attendees will laugh AND be inspired

}

Andrew is organized and on-time… every time

FIND OUT MORE BY VISITING
ANDREWMCCREA.COM

Check
Availability

Watch
Videos

Contact your favorite speaker bureau or call
Andrew at 1 -888-MCCREA1

